Multi-server architecture is very popular in Distributed Virtual Environments. Although multi-server architecture has good scalability, the load balance and consistency are still challenging issues. Because of server resource limitations (computation, communication etc), the consistency of the virtual world cannot be guaranteed sometimes. In this paper, we address this problem by developing scheduling polices and try to get better overall consistency with limited resources. We formulate the problem by using integer programming model and propose a centralized approximate algorithm. A distributed update strategy is also developed accordingly. Our algorithm is validated by theoretical analysis and wide range of experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed Virtual Environments (DVEs) technology permits real-time human interaction with complex environments based on 3D graphical description that models the realworld with physical constrains [10] . So far, DVEs have been used mostly for military purposes, e-learning and online networked games [12] .
In multi-server client/server architecture, each client is connected to one of the servers and all the servers are connected to each other. In order to share the workload, the virtual world is often partitioned into many unoverlapped Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. regions, each of which is mapped to a server. If a server maintains a specified region, it also takes charge of avatars in this region, including rendering the interactions with the virtual world and disseminating update packets to other clients. Due to the dynamic characteristic of the virtual world, workload distribution may be imbalanced among servers. When servers get overloaded (computation, communication etc), the state update packets may not be disseminated timely and thus, the consistency of the virtual environment cannot be guaranteed. Even with the load-balancing technique adopted, some servers may still become saturated sometimes because most of the load-balancing methods cannot be executed frequently due to the high overhead and long execution time. Therefore, it is necessary to consider update schedule for overloaded servers to improve the consistency in DVEs.
The problem of providing QoS in a DVE system has been already described in many ways. Firstly, some research work has been done on the influences of network quality on consistency and player departure behavior in DVEs [7, 14] . It shows the consistency plays an important role in the players' behaviors. In order to compensate the network latency and reduce the traffic workload, research work has also been conducted on dead reckoning [8, 5, 16] and relevance filtering [3, 9] . Most of these work focuses on latency hiding and bandwidth reduction without considering consistency. For multi-server architecture in DVEs, many partitioning algorithms have been proposed for load balance [6, 11] . Unfortunately, again, most of the existing work does not consider the consistency maintenance.
In this paper, we try to reduce the inconsistency of virtual environment by adapting update schedule for each server. We formulate the problem by using integer programming and propose a fully distributed update strategy. By theoretical analysis and simulations, the results show that our algorithms can substantially improve the consistency of the DVEs when some servers are saturated.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The background information is introduced in the second section. The problem definition is described in the third section. In the fourth section, a two phase centralized approximate algorithm is proposed to get an approximate solution. A distributed update strategy is developed in the fifth section. The simulations and results are shown in the sixth section. The conclusion and future work will be discussed in the last section. 
BACKGROUND

Architecture Description
We consider multi-server architecture in DVEs. In this architecture, multiple servers are connected to each other in a peer-to-peer manner via high speed links. A client is connected to one of the servers based on their virtual locations in the virtual world. The virtual world is partitioned into several fixed cells. Each server maintains a portion of these cells. Client connects to a server if its avatar is currently residing in the cell maintained by this server. Each avatar has an Area of Interest (AOI).
Figure 1(a) shows the concepts we just described. There are two servers and two clients in the physical world. The virtual world is partitioned into four cells where cells 1 and 3 are maintained by Server 0 and cells 2 and 4 are maintained by Server 1. The dashed circle represents the AOI of avatar a2. Since avatar a1 is in avatar a2's AOI, there is remote replica of a1 maintained by client 2's host station.
Server Side Bandwidth Limitation
The cost of bandwidth is a primary budget for the server provider in server based applications. In DVEs, the bandwidth consumption from server to clients (i.e., uploading bandwidth for server) should be considered with high priority because server should disseminate the update packets to clients and replicas timely. Here we assume that the uploading bandwidth is limited for each server.
For each avatar maintained by server Si, its remote replicas are divided into two types. The first type of replicas are maintained by the clients who are also connected to Si.I n order to update these replicas, Si needs to send one update packet to each of them. The second type of replicas are maintained by the clients who are connected to a different server Sj where j = i. For these replicas, Si should first send a relaying request to Sj,t h e nSj should relay the update packets to the replicas. For each avatar, the relaying request just needs to be sent once from Si to Sj.F i g u r e1 ( b ) shows an example. Client 1 has its avatar a1 maintained by Server 0. Client 3 is connected to the same server as Client 1 and Client 2 is connected to a different server. In order to update the replicas of a1, one update packet is needed from Se r v e r0t oC l i e n t3a ndo ner e l a yi ngr e que s ti sne e de df r o m Server 0 to Server 1. In addition, Server 1 needs relay the update packet to Client 2.
According to the above updating mechanism, each server's uploading bandwidth is divided into three parts. The first part is used to disseminate the update packets to clients connected to the server directly. The second part is used to send relaying request to other servers. The third part is used to disseminate the update packets received from other servers.
Time-Space Inconsistency
The concept of time-space inconsistency in DVEs is proposed in [13] . It reflects the difference between an avatar and its remote replica in DVEs. In multi-server architecture, we consider inconsistency between each avatar and its remote replicas. In order to save network bandwidth, we assume dead-reckoning model is used to predict trajectories. If we ignore the clock drift among all the clients and servers, we can get the time-space inconsistency between an avatar and its replica [13] by the following equation:
TDR is the time interval between two update packets. T d is the total latency of the update packet from the avatar to its replica. For dead-reckoning to be effective, TDR should be larger than T d [13] . δ is the spacial threshold for the dead-reckoning algorithm and |a|max represents the max acceleration of the avatar. To determine T d , there are two situations that need to be considered. Figure 2 (a) shows the situation between an avatar and its replicas maintained by the clients connected to the same server (e.g., avatar a1 and the remote replica of a1 maintained by Client 3 in Figure 1 We assume that server will maintain the dead reckoning model for each replica and a replica is called replica without QoS if its Ω is greater than a predefined threshold value.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
We focus on the position update packets, that is because position update packets are sent most frequently and consume most of the network bandwidth. For clients, they send update packets to the server according to the players' input commands and receive other clients' update packets from the server. For servers, they periodically disseminate the new state of avatars to update the replicas without QoS. The period between two successive refreshes is known as a frame. For each frame, if available bandwidth cannot afford to disseminate or relay state updates to all the replicas without QoS, scheduling algorithms and relaying strategies for each server need to be developed. We take the number of replicas without QoS who cannot receive the update packets due to the network capacity as the metric to evaluate the inconsistency in each frame. Therefore, the objective is to maximize the number of replicas without QoS who can receive the update packet in every frame.
According to the concepts introduced in the previous section, we first define the notations as follows:
• N : the number of servers in the DVE
• Si: ith server in the DVE, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
• ni: the number of avatars maintained by Si,1≤ i ≤ N • ci,j :t h ej th client connected to Si,1≤ i ≤ N ,1≤ j ≤ ni
• ai,j: the one-to-one corresponding avatar of client ci,j ,
• r k i,j :t h en u m b e ro fai,j's remote replicas without QoS. These replicas are maintained by clients connected to S k .
• Φ(r k i,j ): function to map r k i,j to 0 or 1, which indicates whether there needs a relaying request from Si to S k (k = i) for updating ai,j's remote replicas,
• Bi: capacity of uploading bandwidth for Si,1≤ i ≤ N
• α: bandwidth consumption of one update packet
• β: bandwidth consumption of one relaying request We also have some variables which will be used in the problem definition:
• xi is used to represent how many replicas in
will be updated by Si,1≤ i ≤ N .
• y k i,j , a 0-1 variable, is used to represent whether Si will send relaying request to S k , i = k,t oupda t eai,j's remote replicas maintained by the clients connected to S k . 1 means will; whereas 0 means will not.
• z k i,j , a 0-1 variable, is valid if and only if y k i,j =1 . I t is used to represent whether S k will relay the update packets for Si, i = k,t ou p d a t eai,j 's remote replicas maintained by the clients connected to S k . 1 means will; whereas 0 means will not.
Using the above notations, we define the problem as follows. The objective function is:
with constrains:
The objective function is trying to maximize the number of replicas without QoS to be updated in the DVEs. xi represents the number of replicas updated by Si directly.
k,j represents the number of replicas updated by Si by relaying other servers' relaying requests. The sum of these two parts is the total number of replicas without QoS updated by Si. The first part in constrain (2) represents the bandwidth consumption on sending update packets directly to the clients connected to Si itself. The second part in constrain (2) represents the bandwidth consumption of Si on sending relaying requests to other servers. The third part represents the bandwidth consumption of Si on relaying the update packets from other servers. This is an integer programming problem and is NP hard. It is difficult to get an optimal solution in polynomial time and especially hard in distributed manner.
CENTRALIZED APPROXIMATE ALGO-RITHM
We first propose a centralized approximate algorithm (CAA) to get an approximate solution for the integer programming problem.
Since we know the global knowledge of all the servers in the centralized manner, we firstly try to simplify the problem definition by introducing the concept of equivalent solution. We define the equivalent solutions as the solutions which can update the same number of replicas without QoS. We also define a failed relaying request as the one which is received by a server but not relayed by the server (i.e., y k i,j =1 , z k i,j = 0). We can prove that for any solution with failed relaying request, we can always find an equivalent solution without any failed relaying request. For instance, we assume t h e r ei sa ns o l u t i o nAw i t hy 
Algorithm 1 shows the description of CAA. There are two phases in CAA. We assume Bi >β
k,j is always satisfied, that is because the relaying events only occur at the cell boundaries in the virtual world. The total bandwidth consumption on the relaying requests defined by β
k,j of server Si should be small compared to the total available network bandwidth Bi.I n the first phase, we make an initial solution by setting all z 
for 1 ≤ j ≤ ni do 11:
Set
j=1 r i i,j ) 19: end for dated. S k can update the same number of replicas without QoS instead of disseminating r k i,j update packets for server Si. Therefore, the relaying request from Si can be saved and the total updated replicas without QoS is not reduced. As a result, Si will be also able to update more of its local replicas that are without QoS. Accordingly, x k and xi should be updated (lines 13 to 15).
DISTRIBUTED UPDATING STRATEGIES
Due to the real-time characteristic of DVEs, it is impractical to implement a centralized algorithm among all servers. Therefore, in this section, we discuss the fully distributed update strategies without any intercommunication among servers. We first give a local preference update strategy, then, we propose a more efficient remote preference update strategy.
Local Preference Update Strategy
As the name implies, in the local preference update strategy (LPUS), the request of local avatar is processed first and the relaying request from other servers will be processed at the end of each frame. Server iterates local avatars and processes the related requests for each avatar maintained by the server. The requests include updating the replicas without QoS maintained by the clients connected to the same server and sending relaying request to other servers. The received relaying requests from other servers will be processed at the end of each frame.
Algorithm 2 shows the description of LPUS for server Si. For avatar ai,j,1≤ j ≤ ni, Si tries to send the relaying request of ai,j first and then update the replicas without QoS of ai,j maintained by the clients connected to Si (lines 1-18). After that, if the network bandwidth is available, Si processes the relaying request from other servers (lines 19-27).
Remote Preference Update Strategy
if Bi − β>0 then 5:
Send relaying request to S k 6:
end if 8:
if Bi − α * r i i,j > 0 then 10:
Update r i i,j local replicas without QoS 11: 
Update Strategy Description
We notice that, LPUS can be further improved to update more replicas without QoS when the workload is imbalanced among servers. For this reason, we designed a remote preference update strategy, denoted by RPUS, for each server. Different from LPUS, the relaying requests of the local avatars and the relaying requests from other servers are processed at the beginning of each frame. After that, if the network bandwidth is available, Si will update the replicas without QoS of the local avatars maintained by the clients connected to Si. The Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of RPUS for Si.
Actually, RPUS is just the distributed version of the first phase of CAA. In RPUS, first, Si sends out all the relaying requests of the local avatars to other servers and receives the relaying requests from other servers (lines 1-3) . Then, Si tries to relay the update packets to the replicas for all the relaying requests received from other servers (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . After that, Si updates the replicas without QoS of the local avatars maintained by the clients connected to itself according to the available resources (lines 13-17).
Performance Analysis
First of all, we have some definitions as follows.
• Optimal Update Strategy: the update strategies which can update the maximum number of replicas without QoS for the whole virtual environment.
• Optimal Solution: the total number of replicas without QoS updated by any optimal update strategy, denoted by NOPT .
Algorithm 3 Description of RPUS for Si
1: Send relaying request to all
if
Bi local replicas to update; 17: end if
We first discuss the performance of Si in the optimal solution. We use N S i OP T to represent the number of replicas without QoS updated by Si in the optimal solution. We have
according to inequality (2). We use N S i RP U S to represent the number of replicas without QoS updated by Si using RPUS. For each Si in RPUS, after sending relaying request to other servers, the available bandwidth can be defined by
under the assumption of Bi >β
The total network bandwidth requirement to update the replicas without QoS and to relay update packets from other servers to the replicas without QoS maintained by Si is defined by α(
Thus, if we use N S i RP U S to define the number of replicas without QoS updated by Si in RPUS, we have
according to (4) and (5) 
according to (3) and (6) (7) and (8), we can conclude that for the whole DVEs, the upper bound of NOPT − NPRUS is: ( 9 ) where NRP U S is the total number of replicas without QoS updated using RPUS strategy.
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented a simulator and conducted a wide range of experiments to evaluate the proposed update strategies. In this section, we will present our experimental results.
Experimental Settings
In order to reflect the real environment, we used BRITE [1] network topology generator to generate the physical topology. We used Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the network delay between each pair of nodes. For the parameter settings of BRITE, we used Router Waxman model [2] and Random Distribution for node placement to generate the topology.
Based on the physical topology generated by BRITE, we used greedy algorithm [4] to select servers. The objective of this algorithm is to achieve the minimal overall network delay between each client and server. Based on the server selection results, we calculated the network delay between each client and each server.
After setting the physical connection, we partitioned the virtual world into several fixed cells and randomly mapped the cells to different servers. After mapping, each server maintains a set of cells. For the initialization, we just randomly distributed the clients into the virtual world.
For the avatar mobility model, we adopted the Pursue Mobility Model [15] and divided the avatars into several groups. All the avatars in the same group move to the same destination. We did not use any mechanism to do load balance and implemented the first order dead-reckoning model for each remote replica.
We define the replicas without QoS which cannot be updated due to the resource limitation each frame as the remaining replicas without QoS. We use R to denote the number of remaining replicas without QoS and use it as the performance metric to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Let N Total represent the total number of replicas without QoS in the whole DVE. If we use ROPT to represent the number of remaining replicas without QoS in the optimal update strategy, according to (9), we can get
as the lower bound of the number of remaining replicas without QoS. In the following experiments, we generated 5000 nodes and selected 10 nodes as servers and rest as clients. The frame length is 0.1s and for each group of experiment, the simulation runs 10000 frames. Table 1 shows the default values of parameters which are used in the experiments. 
Experimental Results
First, we examined the impact of the network capacity. We used the same mobility trajectories for each group of experiments and decreased bandwidth from 50000 to 40000 with a step of 2500 update packets per frame. For each group of experiments, we collected R for each update strategy. As seen from Figure 3 , the number of remaining replicas without QoS increases as the bandwidth capacity decreases. RPUS can reduce the number of remaining replicas without QoS substantially compared to LPUS. RPUS can also achieve approximately the same performance with CAA.
Then, we examined the impact of the group size of the mobility model. Group size represents the number of avatars for each group. The group size is increased from 1 to 100 with the step of 25. Figure 4 shows the impact of the group size of the mobility model. When the group size is 1, the mobility model becomes Random Move Mobility Model. There are seldom opportunity to have workload imbalance among servers. Therefore, bandwidth capacity is sufficient to update all the replicas for each server and R is 0 for all the update strategies. As the group size becomes larger, the avatar density will be uneven and workload distribution will be more imbalanced. Therefore, R will be increased.
Next, we examined the impact of the number of cells of the virtual world. We increased the number of cells from 25 to 400 with a step of 75. Figure 5 shows the experimental results. As the number of cells increases, the workload The Number of Cells RPUS LPUS R* CAA Figure 5 : Impact of Cell Number distribution among servers will be more and more balanced. Therefore, R will be reduced as the cell number increases.
At last, we examined the impact of the size of AOI. We increased the size of AOI from 10 to 30 with a step of 5. Figure 6 shows the simulation results. The total number of remaining replicas without QoS increases with the size of AOI. That is because the total number of replicas increases as the size of AOI increases. Accordingly, the number of replicas without QoS and the number of remaining replicas will increase. RPUS generally has better performance than LPUS. The main difference between RPUS and LPUS is the processing sequence of the relaying request. In RPUS, we first send out all the relaying requests. The aim for this action is to transfer the workload to other servers. This is because load balance in the multi-server architecture cannot always be guaranteed. When one server is overloaded, other servers may be under-utilized. In addition, the bandwidth consumption for sending relaying request is small compared to those used for replica updates.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we considered the consistency aware update scheduling in the multi-server architecture for DVEs. We formed the problem as an integer programming problem and discussed different update strategies. A centralized approximate algorithm (CCA) and two distributed update strategies were proposed. From the simulation results we can see that RPUS generally has better performance than There are also many other important issues that can be considered in the future. Currently, each client is assumed to connect the server who takes charge of the game cell the client locates in. However, the network delay between the server and the client may be very large. Therefore, in the future work, the new connection strategy of the client can be considered. In order to update some important replicas without QoS timely, the importance factor of each avatar can be considered.
